Proper scientific training has long been rooted in organized course work and structured laboratory practice. However, a considerable amount of education occurs beyond the classroom and work bench. In his short memoir, John G. Nicholls regales his readers with stories dating from his undergraduate studies in London to his experiences working abroad with international scientists. Nicholls' vignettes highlight individuals who have been critical to his personal and intellectual development, including distinguished scientists like Sir Bernard Katz, Pasko Rakic, and Edward Zigler. His unique stories describe and embody the idiosyncrasies of many scientists who make the field of neuroscience an exciting and unceasing opportunity for both formal and informal education.

The book begins with tales from his early days in England and eventually segues into his time abroad in many countries, among them Germany, Israel, China, Venezuela, and the United States. Finally, the text ends with stories surrounding his good friend and pre-eminent neurophysiologist Stephen Kuffler. Although the book is not instructive in the conventional sense, it provides the reader with a unique glimpse into one scientist's humorous, enlightening, and sentimental experiences that some may empathize with. *Pioneers of Neurobiology* is not only a wonderful book for any student interested in pursuing a degree in neuroscience, but also a heartwarming read for the seasoned scientist.
